In Literacy we will be:









Reading a selection of books about
Superheroes
Writing our very own comics. We will
be focusing our comics on the
adventures of ‘Traction man’.
We will continue to say out loud what
we are going to be writing about and to
sequence sentences to form short
narratives stories.
We will continue to use our basic skills
of using a capital letter, full stop and
finger spaces.
We will also be focusing on using
adjectives such as huge, strong,
powerful, and using conjunctions to
join a sentence such as “and”,
“because”

In Computing we will:
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identifying and naming a variety of
everyday materials.
comparing and grouping together a
variety of everyday materials based on
their simple physical properties
describing why some materials suit
certain objects better than others
carrying out an experiment to find out
which materials are waterproof











Counting forwards and backwards and
write numbers to 20 in numerals and
words
Counting one more and one less
Comparing group of objects
Ordering numbers
Finding and make number bonds
Adding by making 10
Addition and subtraction
Comparing number sentences

In History and Geography we will be learning about:
In PSHE we will be learning about Special People and we
will be learning about:


In Science we will be learning about everyday
materials and the class will be:

Consider ways in which having a
'Secret identity' online can help us stay
safe.
Learn about how algorithms may
be written to control robots such as bee-bots,
roamers or floor turtles.
.

In our Mathematics learning the class will be
looking at:



Identifying the “special people” in children’s lives
and what is it that makes them special
Learning that it is important to talk to “special
people” about things that trouble them.





In P.E we will be learning about: Using and applying skills in
Hockey,

Geography – our new topic provides an
excellent platform to enquire about and
explore the world around us. As
Geographers we will be flying around the
world learning about the seven continents
and the five oceans.
As Historians we will look at famous
superheroes of the past and how they have
impacted our lives today.

In our Art and Design we will be:
In our R.E topic ‘Being a Sacramental People’ we will be
looking and learning about:





Where God is now, that he is present all around us
in our everyday lives.
The world as a Sacramental place.
Recognising that people are a special part of God’s
creation.
Learning about the Sacrament of Reconciliation.





Think about the appearance, qualities and
special abilities of our favourite superheroes,
then draw and label a superhero of our own
creation.
- Learn about some features of comic books
and consider how they tell a story. We will
then paint/draw a comic book-style picture
with a speech bubble.

